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THE HILBERT SCHEME OF A PAIR OF LINEAR SPACES IS A MORI DREAM SPACE
RITVIK RAMKUMAR
Abstract. LetHna ,b denote the component of theHilbert schemewhose general point parameterizes
an a-plane union a b-plane meeting transversely in Pn . We describe the effective and nef cones of
Hna ,b and determine when the component is Fano. Moreover, we show that Hna ,b is a Mori dream
space for all values of a , b , n.
0. Introduction
Given a smooth projective moduli space Y, understanding its birational geometry is a fun-
damental part of algebraic geometry. This is usually done by studying the cone of effective
divisors and the cone of nef divisors on Y. Since Y is a moduli space, the extremal divisors in
these cones often parameterize objects with good geometric properties thereby giving the cones
a richer structure. In the present paper we undertake the aforementioned study for a family
of smooth Hilbert scheme components. In [R20] we showed that the component of the Hilbert
scheme whose general point parameterizes an a-plane union a b-plane meeting transversely in
Pn is smooth. In this paper we determine the effective and nef cones of this component. As a
consequence, we deduce that the components are Mori dream spaces for all values of a , b , n.
The concept of a Mori dream space was introduced by Hu and Keel [HK01] and was shown to
strongly influence the birational geometry of a variety: the effective and nef cones are polyhedral,
and the minimal model program can be carried out for any divisor. Determining whether a
given variety is a Mori dream space is a challenging and active research problem, c.f. [C18]
and the references therein. Smooth Hilbert scheme components are natural candidates for this
question. Arcara, Bertram, Coskun and Huizenga [ABCH13] proved that Hilbm P2 is a Mori
dream space and described the stable base decomposition of its effective cone in numerous cases.
Chen [C09] showed that ĎM0,0pP3 , 3q is aMori dreamspace and that the component corresponding
to the twisted cubics in P3 is the flip of ĎM0,0pP3 , 3q over the Chow variety. Chen, Coskun and
Nollet [CCN11] showed that the component corresponding to a pair of codimension two linear
spaces meeting transversely in Pn is a Mori dream space. For more examples refer to [GHS18]
and [RY20].
Let k be an algebraically closed field with chark “ 0 and let a ď b ď n´ 2. Let X be the union
of an a-dimensional plane and a b-dimensional plane meeting transversely in Pn . The Hilbert
polynomial of X is
Pna ,bptq “
ˆ
a ` t
t
˙
`
ˆ
b ` t
t
˙
´
ˆ
a ` b ´ n ` t
t
˙
.
The Hilbert scheme HilbP
n
a ,bptq Pn parameterizes subschemes of Pn , equivalently saturated ho-
mogenous ideals of krx0 , . . . , xns, with Hilbert polynomial Pna ,bptq. In [R20] we show that the
integral component of HilbP
n
a ,bptq Pn , denoted Hna ,b or Ha ,bpPnq, whose general point parameter-
izes X is smooth. It will be useful to separate the case when X spans Pn from when it does not.
If the pair of planes span Pn it is more convenient to use the codimension of the planes, and if
the pair does not span Pn we want to use the dimension of the planes. In light of this, we fix the
following notation for the whole paper.
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2 R. RAMKUMAR
Notation 0.1. Let d ě c ě 2. The components paramaterizing subschemes that span Pn are of
the form Hnn´c ,n´d with n ě c ` d ´ 1 and the components parameterizing subschemes that do
not span Pn are of the formHnc´1,d´1 with n ą c ` d ´ 1.
Definition 0.2. Let Y be a smooth projective variety with ClpYq finitely generated. Then Y is a
Mori dream space if the Cox Ring of Y is finitely generated over k. The Cox ring of Y is defined
to be
À
mPZk H0pY,OYp
ř
imiDiqqwhere D1 , . . . ,Dk are chosen to generate ClpYq.
One of the main results of this paper is the following:
Theorem. Let d ě c ě 2. The componentsHnn´c ,n´d andHnc´1,d´1 are Mori dream spaces.
Before we go into more detail, we will review the results of [R20]. We begin with the case
when the pair of planes span Pn . There is a natural rational map
(0.1) Ξ : Grpn ´ c , nq ˆGrpn ´ d , nq d Hnn´c ,n´d , pΛ,Λ1q ÞÑ rIΛIΛ1s.
If c “ d, the rationalmap isS2-equivariantwhereS2 is the groupof order 2. It acts onGrpn´c , nq2
by interchanging the two factors and acts trivially onHnn´c ,n´c .
Definition 0.3. For each 1 ď i ď c define an incidence variety
Γi “ tpΛ,Λ1q : codimPn pΛXΛ1q ď d ´ 1` iu Ď Grpn ´ c , nq ˆGrpn ´ d , nq.
Note that Ξ is defined on the open subset where the two planes meet transversely; this is
precisely the complement of Γc . It can be shown that Ξ is also defined on the complement of
Γc´1. In [R20] we explicitly resolve Ξ and establish the following result:
Theorem 0.4 ( [R20, Theorem A, B]). Let d ě c ě 2. The components Hnn´c ,n´d and Hnc´1,d´1 are
smooth. If c “ d the map Ξ induces an isomorphism
BlsΓc´1 ¨ ¨ ¨BlsΓ1 Sym2 Grpn ´ c , nq ÝÑ Hnn´c ,n´c
where sΓi is the strict transform of Γi{S2. If d ą c the map Ξ extends to an isomorphism
Ξ : BlΓc´1 ¨ ¨ ¨BlΓ1pGrpn ´ c , nq ˆGrpn ´ d , nqq ÝÑ Hnn´c ,n´d .1
If n ą c ` d ´ 1, the morphismHnc´1,d´1 ÝÑ Grpc ` d ´ 1, nq that sends a scheme to its linear span
is smooth; the fiber over a point Λ isHc´1,d´1pΛq.
Notation 0.5. Λm will always denote an m-dimensional linear subspace of Pn .
To study the birational geometry of these components, we introduce the following divisors.
Definition 0.6. For each 1 ď i ď c´ 1 and a choice of a flag of linear spaces tΛi´1 Ď Λ2c´1´iu, let
Di denote the divisor class of the locus of subschemes Z P Hnn´c ,n´c , for which the linear span of
Λi´1 Y pZ X Λ2c´1´iq has dimension less than 2c ´ i ´ 1. Let Dc denote the divisor class of the
locus of subschemes that meet a fixed Λc´1.
Definition0.7. LetN1 denote thedivisor class of the locus of generically non-reduced subschemes
in Hnn´c ,n´c . For each 2 ď i ď c ´ 1, let Ni denote the divisor class of the locus of subschemes
with an embedded pn´ c` 1´ iq-plane. If n “ 2c´ 1 let Nc denote the divisor class of the locus
of subschemes with an embedded point. If n ą 2c ´ 1 let Nc denote the class of the closure of
the locus of pairs of planes meeting transversely, where the intersection of the two planes meets
a fixed Λ2c´1.
Here are the results when c “ d and the pair of planes span Pn .
1By abuse of notation, we use Γi to also denote the strict transform of Γi .
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Theorem A. Let c ě 2 and n ě 2c ´ 1. The componentHnn´c ,n´c is a Mori dream space and we have,
EffpHnn´c ,n´cq “ xN1 , . . . ,Ncy and NefpHnn´c ,n´cq “ xD1 , . . . ,Dcy.
Moreover,Hnn´c ,n´c is Fano if and only if either c “ 3 and n “ 5, or c ‰ 3 and n P t2c ´ 1, 2cu.
Definition 0.8. Let n ą 2c ´ 1. For each 1 ď i ď c ´ 1 and a choice of flag tΛn´2c`i Ď Λn´iu, let
D1i denote the divisor class of the locus of subschemes Z P Hnc´1,c´1, for which the linear span of
Λn´2c`i Y pΛn´i X Zq has dimension less than n ´ i. Let D1c denote the divisor class of the locus
of subschemes meeting a fixed Λn´c . Let F denote the divisor class of the locus of subschemes
whose linear span meets a fixed Λn´2c .
Definition 0.9. Let n ą 2c ´ 1. Let N 11 denote the divisor class of the locus of generically non-
reduced subschemes in Hnc´1,c´1. For each 2 ď i ď c, let N 1i denote the divisor class of the locus
of subschemes with an embedded pc ´ iq-plane.
Here are the results when c “ d and the pair of planes do not span Pn .
Theorem B. Let c ě 2 and n ą 2c ´ 1. The componentHnc´1,c´1 is Fano and thus a Mori dream space.
Moreover we have,
EffpHnc´1,c´1q “ xN 11 , . . . ,N 1c , Fy and NefpHnc´1,c´1q “ xD11 , . . . ,D1c , Fy.
Theorems A and B are a vast generalization of the case of c “ d “ 2 established in [CCN11].
The precise results when c ‰ d can be found in Section 5. We conclude the section by describing
the components that are Fano in this case; the results mirror the case of c “ d.
Theorem C. The component Hnc´1,d´1 is Fano. The component Hnn´c ,n´d is Fano if and only if either
c “ 2 and n P td ` 1, . . . , 2d ´ 1u, or c ě 3 and n P tc ` d ´ 1, c ` du.
Organization. In Section 1 we review the results of [R20]. In Section 2 we study the divisors
on Hnn´c ,n´c and provide local equations for them. In Sections 3, 4 we study the birational
geometry ofHnn´c ,n´c ,Hnc´1,c´1 and prove Theorem A and Theorem B. More precisely, the cones
are computed in Proposition 3.12 and Proposition 4.10. The fact that the components are Mori
dream spaces is established in Theorem 4.14. In Section 5 we explain how to carry out of all of
proofs of Section 3 and 4 for the case c ‰ d.
1. Preliminaries
In this section we fix our notation and review the results of [R20]. It is split into three
subsections: the first one describes a set of coordinates on the blowup of Grpn ´ c , nq2, the
second one describes the morphism from this blowup toHnn´c ,n´c and the last one describes the
subschemes parameterized byHnn´c ,n´c .
Notation: Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. We use S to denote the
polynomial ring krx0 , . . . , xns and use rIs or rXs to denote the k-point in the Hilbert scheme
corresponding to X “ ProjpS{Iq Ď Pn ; if the context is clear we drop the brackets r s. The ideal
associated to a subscheme X, denoted IX , is always assumed to be saturated.
Given an pn ` 1q-dimensional vector space V , we use Grpr, PVq or Grpr, nq to denote the
Grassmannian variety parameterizing r-dimensional linear spaces in PV “ Pn . The span of a
subscheme X Ď Pn is the linear subspaceVpH0pPn , IXp1qqq Ď Pn . The letters c and d are reserved
for the dimension/codimension of the linear spaces in Pn ; throughout the paper, we always
assume n ě d ě c ě 2 (Notation 0.1). Similarly, we reserve the letter k “ c “ d for the case when
they are equal.2
2The letter k is a natural choice to denote codimension. Since most of our computations will occur when c “ d, we
believe the readability is improved if we use k instead of c.
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All the divisors we will consider are assumed to be Cartier. Given a smooth variety Y, we let
N1pYq denote the group of Cartier divisors modulo numerical equivalence. NefpYq and EffpYq
denote the nef and effective cones of Y, respectively. We use xD1 , . . . ,Dly to denote the convex
cone in N1pYq b R generated by the divisors Di . For more details we refer to [D01, Chapter 1].
Coordinates on Xk´1
Let n ě 2k ´ 1 and X0 “ Grpn ´ k , nq2. For each 1 ď v ď k ´ 1, let Xv “ BlΓv ¨ ¨ ¨BlΓ1 X0 and let
piv : Xv Ñ X0 be the blow-up morphism. Note that Xv “ BlΓv Xv´1 where, by abuse of notation,
we use Γv to also denote the strict transform of Γv in Xv´1.
There is a natural rational map X0 d Hnn´k ,n´k that maps pΛ,Λ1q ÞÑ rIΛIΛ1s. It is defined on
the open subset where the two planes meet transversely; this is the complement of Γk . It can be
checked that this rational map extends to the complement of Γk´1, c.f. [R20, Lemma 1.5]. Thus
there is a rational map
(1.1) Xk´1 “ BlΓk´1 ¨ ¨ ¨BlΓ1 Grpn ´ k , nq2 d Hnn´k ,n´k
which is defined away from the strict transforms of the exceptional divisors.
Theorem 1.1 ( [R20]). Let n ě 2k ´ 1. The rational map (1.1) extends to a degree 2, GLpn ` 1q-
equivariant morphism Ξ : Xk´1 Ñ Hnn´k ,n´k that is branched along N1. Moreover, it descends to an
GLpn ` 1q-equivariant isomorphism Xk´1{S2 Ñ Hnn´k ,n´k .
For our purposes it will be enough to describe Ξ on a distinguished open subsetUk´1 Ď Xk´1.
Let U0 “ Speckrai , j , bi , jskď jďn0ďiďk´1 Ď X0 be the open subset whose k-points correspond to
(1.2) pΛpaq,Λpbqq :“ pVpx0`
nÿ
j“k
a0, jx j , . . . , xk´1`
nÿ
j“k
ak´1, jx jq,Vpx0`
nÿ
j“k
b0, jx j , . . . , xk´1`
nÿ
j“k
bk´1, jx jqq.
The locus Γv XU0 is cut out by the ideal generated by the v ˆ v minors of the matrix
M “
¨˚
˝ a0,k ´ b0,k ¨ ¨ ¨ a0,n ´ b0,n... ...
ak´1,k ´ bk´1,k ¨ ¨ ¨ ak´1,n ´ bk´1,n
‹˛‚.
Thus pi´1k´1pU0q is obtained by blowing up U0 along the strict transforms of the ideal generated
by the v ˆ v minors of M for v “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1, in that order.
Proposition 1.2. For each 1 ď v ď k ´ 1, there exists non-singular affine open subsets Uv Ď Xv such
that the following hold.
(i) We have Uv Ď BlΓvXUv´1 Uv´1 Ď Xv .
(ii) On the open set Uv , the matrix pi‹vpMq is row equivalent to the matrix
λ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λvpTpvq0,k ´ T
pvq
0,n´v`1T
pvq
k´v ,kq ¨ ¨ ¨ λ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λvpT
pvq
0,n´v ´ Tpvq0,n´v`1Tpvqk´v ,n´vq 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
λ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λvpTpvqk´v´1,k ´ T
pvq
k´v´1,n´v`1T
pvq
k´v ,kq ¨ ¨ ¨ λ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λvpT
pvq
k´v´1,n´v ´ T
pvq
k´v´1,n´v`1T
pvq
k´v ,n´vq 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
λ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λvTpvqk´v ,k ¨ ¨ ¨ λ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λvT
pvq
k´v ,n´v λ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λv
. . .
...
...
...
...
...
. . . 0
...
λ1λ2T
p2q
k´2,k ¨ ¨ ¨ λ1λ2T
p2q
k´2,n´v λ1λ2T
p2q
k´2,n´v`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λ1λ2 0
λ1T
p1q
k´1,k ¨ ¨ ¨ λ1T
p1q
k´1,n´v λ1T
p1q
k´1,n´v`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λ1T
p1q
k´1,n´1 λ1
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚˚
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
where
λ1 “ ak´1,n ´ bk´1,n and λi “ Tpi´1qk´i ,n´i`1 ´ T
pi´1q
k´i ,n´i`2T
pi´1q
k´i`1,n´i`1 for all i ě 2.
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(iii) The strict transform of Γv`1 on Uv is cut out by
pTpvqi , j ´ Tpvqi ,n´v`1Tpvqk´v , jq0ďiďk´v´1kď jďn´v .
(iv) Γv`1 XUv is non-singular and the blowup along this locus is given by
BlΓv`1XUv Uv :“ ProjkrUvsrTpv`1qi , j si , j{pKoszul Relationsq.
Proof. We begin with the definition of U1. Since Γ1 is cut out by pai , j ´ bi , jqi , j on U0, it is a
non-singular subscheme and we have BlΓ1XU0 U0 “ ProjkrU0srTp1qi , j si , j{pKoszul relationsq. We
define U1 “ DpTp1qk´1,nq.
Let Mv denote the matrix appearing in item (ii). We will prove items (i) - (iv) inductively
starting with v “ 1. Item (i) is true for v “ 1 by construction. On the open set U1, the Koszul
relations simplify to ai , j ´ bi , j “ λ1Tp1qi , j ; here we have set Tp1qk´1,n “ 1. Substituting this into the
matrix pi‹1pMq and subtracting appropriate multiples of the bottom row from every other row,
we obtain the matrix
M1 “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
λ1pTp1q0,k ´ T
p1q
0,nT
p1q
k´1,kq ¨ ¨ ¨ λ1pT
p1q
0,n´1 ´ Tp1q0,nTp1qk´1,n´1q 0
...
...
...
λ1pTp1qk´2,k ´ T
p1q
k´2,nT
p1q
k´1,kq λ1pT
p1q
k´2,n´1 ´ T
p1q
k´2,nT
p1q
k´1,n´1q 0
λ1T
p1q
k´1,k ¨ ¨ ¨ λ1T
p1q
k´1,n´1 λ1
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚.
This proves item (ii) for v “ 1. The ideal generated by the 2 ˆ 2 minors of M1 is λ21pTp1qi , j ´
Tp1qi ,nT
p1q
k´1, jq0ďiďk´20ď jďn´1. Thus the ideal of the strict transform of Γ2 is pT
p1q
i , j ´Tp1qi ,nTp1qk´1, jq0ďiďk´20ď jďn´1. Since
this ideal is generated by a regular sequence, the blowup along it is non-singular and equal to
BlΓ2XU1 U1 :“ Proj krU1srTp2qi , j si , j{pKoszul relationsq. This proves item (iii) and (iv) for v “ 1.
Now assume items (i) - (iv) have been proved for some 1 ď v ď k ´ 2. Define Uv`1 “
DpTpv`1qk´v´1,n´vq; equivalently let T
pv`1q
k´v´1,n´v “ 1. Then the Koszul relations on this open simplify
to Tpvqi , j ´ Tpvqi ,n´v`1Tpvqk´v , j “ λv`1T
pv`1q
i , j . Once we substitute this into the matrix Mv , it is straight-
forward to row reduce thematrix so that it becomesMv`1. Items (i) - (iv) will follow immediately
as explained in the previous paragraph. 
Remark 1.3. It follows from Proposition 1.2 that a set of algebraically independent coordinates
on Uk´1 is
tbi , jukď jďn0ďiďk´1 Y tT
p jq
i ,n´ j`1u
0ďiďk´1´ j
1ď jďk´1 Y tλ1 , . . . , λk´1 , λku Y tT
piq
k´i , ju1ďiďkkď jďn´i
with Tpkq0, j “ Tpk´1q0, j ´ Tpk´1q0,n´k`2T
pk´1q
1, j for all k ď j ď n ´ k ` 1 and λk “ Tpkq0,n´k`1.
Definition of Ξ along Uk´1
We will use a to denote the tuple pai , jqi , j and similarly use b and Tpvq to denote their corre-
sponding tuples. Moreover, we will use Λpaq to denote the pn ´ kq-plane corresponding to a as
in (1.2). For each 0 ď i ď k ´ 1 let yi “ xi `řnj“k bi , jx j .
Observe that a minimal set of generators for IΛpaq is given by the rows of
“
Idkˆk |M
‰
zT where
z “ “y0 ¨ ¨ ¨ yk´1 xk ¨ ¨ ¨ xn‰ is a row vector. Applying row operations to “Idkˆk |M‰ will
produce different minimal sets of generators. In particular, applying the row operations we did
toM to getMk´1 (Proposition 1.2 (ii)) to the matrix
“
Idkˆk |M
‰
we obtain a new set of generators
α0 , . . . , αk´1 of IΛpaq where
αp “ yp ´
k´1´pÿ
j“1
Tp jqp ,n´ j`1yk´ j `
n´pk´1´pqÿ
j“k
λ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λk´pTpk´pqp , j x j for 0 ă p ď k ´ 1
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and
α0 “ y0 ´
k´1ÿ
j“1
Tp jq0,n´ j`1yk´ j `
n´pk´1qÿ
j“k
λ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λk´1Tpkq0, j x j
By construction, Tpvqk´v ,n´v`1 “ 1 for all 1 ď v ď k ´ 1.
For 0 ď p ă q ď k ´ 1 define the following "cross terms"
βp ,q “
¨˝
yp ´
kpÿ
j“1
Tp jqp ,n´ j`1yk´ j‚˛
¨˝
n´kqÿ
j“k
Tpk´qqq , j x j‚˛´ λp ,q
¨˝
yq ´
kqÿ
j“1
Tp jqq ,n´ j`1yk´ j‚˛
¨˝
n´kpÿ
j“k
Tpk´pqp , j x j‚˛,
where kp “ k ´ 1´ p for all p and λp ,q “
#
λk´q`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λk´p if p ą 0
λk´q`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λk´1 if p “ 0.
Note that our convention implies λ0,1 “ 1. We define Ξ|Uk´1 by mapping
(1.3)
pa, b,Tp1q , . . . ,Tpkqq ÞÑ “IΛpaqpy0 , . . . , yk´1q ` pβp ,qq0ďpăqďk´1‰
“
»–¨˝xi ` nÿ
j“k
ai , j‚˛
0ďiďk´1
¨˝
xi `
nÿ
j“k
bi , j‚˛
0ďiďk´1
` `βp ,q˘0ďpăqďk´1
fifl .
By symmetry we can describe Ξ on an open cover of pi´1pU0q, c.f. [R20, Proposition 2.8]. Since
wewill choose curves and divisors so that their intersection lies inUk´1, we omit this description.
Notation 1.4. For the rest of the paper kp will always denote k ´ 1´ p.
Subschemes parameterized byHnn´k ,n´k
In this subsection we given an explicit description of the embedded structures of the sub-
schemes parameterized by Hnn´k ,n´k . A double structure on an integral subscheme Z Ď Pn is a
subscheme Z1 Ď Pn such that Z1red “ Z and degpZ1q “ 2 degpZq. A double structure is said to be
pure if it has no embedded components.
Proposition 1.5 ( [R20, Proposition D]). Let n ě 2k ´ 1. Let Z be a subscheme parameterized by
Hnn´k ,n´k . Then Z is a pair of planes meeting transversely, or there exists a sequence of integers 1 ď i1 ă
¨ ¨ ¨ ă ir ď k and a flag of linear spaces Λ1 Ď Λ2 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Λr Ď Pn with codimPn pΛ`q “ pk ` i` ´ 1q
for each `, such that
(i) If i1 ą 1 then Z is a union of two planes meeting along Λ1 with embedded pure double structures
on Λ` for each 1 ď ` ď r.
(ii) If i1 “ 1 then Z is a pure double structure on Λ1 with embedded pure double structures on Λ` for
each 2 ď ` ď r.
This can be made explicit with the aid of the following Lemma and Remark.
Lemma 1.6 ( [R20, Lemma 2.4]). Let n ě 2k ´ 1. Every (saturated) ideal parameterized by Hnn´k ,n´k
is projectively equivalent to an ideal of the form
(1.4) J “ pxp ` µp ,kxn´kp q0ďpďk´1px0 , . . . , xk´1q ` pxpxn´kq ´ µp ,qxqxn´kp q0ďpăqďk´1 ,
with µi P k and µp ,q “ µk´q`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ µk´p for any 0 ď p ă q ď k.
Note that the generators of (1.4) are not necessarily a minimal set of generators.
Remark 1.7. Let J denote an ideal of the form (1.4). If all the indices µi are non-zero then J is the
ideal of a pair of pn´ kq-planes meeting transversely. If this is not the case, let i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ir be all
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the indices i for which µi “ 0 and set i0 “ 0, ir`1 “ k ` 1. Define P0 “ pxp ` µp ,kxn´kp q0ďpďk´1,
P1 “ px0 , . . . , xk´1q and for each 2 ď ` ď r ` 1 define,
P` “ px0 , . . . , xk´i` q ` pxk´i``1 , . . . , xk´i`´1q2 ` pxpxn´kq ´ µp ,qxqxn´kp qk´i``1ďpăqďk´i`´1`
pxk´i`´1`1 , . . . , xk´1 , xn´i`´1`2 , . . . , xnq.
Then we have
J “ P0P1 ` pxpxn´kq ´ µp ,qxqxn´kp q0ďpăqďk´i1 “ P0 XP1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ XPr`1.(1.5)
We can also read off the dimensions of the embedded structures from the coordinates of
Remark 1.3.
Lemma 1.8. Let n ě 2k ´ 1 and let Z be a subscheme parameterized by ΞpUk´1q. Then
(i) Z is a pair of planes meeting transversely if and only if λ1 , . . . , λk´1 ,Tpkq ‰ 0.
(ii) Z has an embedded pn ´ 2k ` 1q-plane if and only if Tpkq “ 0.
(iii) For each 2 ď i ď k ´ 1, Z has an embedded pn ´ k ` 1´ iq-plane if and only if λi “ 0.
(iv) Z is generically non-reduced if and only if λ1 “ 0.
Proof. This follows form tracing the change of coordinates that maps (1.3) to (1.4) and applying
Remark 1.7. The precise change of coordinates, τ, can be found in [R20, Lemma 2.4]. However,
note that τpλiq “ µi for each 1 ď i ď k ´ 1. If Tpkq “ 0 then µk “ 0, else µk “ Tpkq0,` where ` be the
largest index for which Tpkq0,` is non-zero. 
Example 1.9. Up to projective equivalence an ideal parameterized byH42,2 is one of the following:
(i) A pair of planes meeting transversely along a point,
px0 ` x3 , x1 ` x4qpx0 , x1q “ px0 ` x3 , x1 ` x4q X px0 , x1q.
(ii) A pair of planes meeting along an embedded line,
px0 , x1 ` x4qpx0 , x1q “ px0 , x1 ` x4q X px0 , x1q X px20 , x1 , x4q.
(iii) A pure double structure on a plane,
px20 , x0x1 , x21 , x0x4 ´ x1x3q.
(iv) A double structure on a plane with an embedded line,
px0 , x1q2 ` px0x4q “ px0 , x21q X px20 , x1 , x4q.
We end the section by addressing a possible source of confusion between λp ,q and µp ,q . Note
that λp ,q is a product of coordinate functions on Uk´1 and is only defined for 0 ď p ă q ď k ´ 1.
In particular, the coordinate λk never appears. On the other hand, µp ,q “ µk´p`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ µk´q is a
product of scalars and is defined for any 0 ď p ă q ď k.
2. Divisors onHnn´k ,n´k
In this section we study the Picard group of Hnn´k ,n´k for n ě 2k ´ 1. We give an explicit
description of the divisors Di ,Ni (Remark 2.4, 2.7) and describe equations for their pullback
along Ξ|Uk´1 .
Definition 2.1. Consider the sequence of blowups Xk´1 ψk´1ÝÑ Xk´2 ψk´2ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ψ1ÝÑ X0. For each i let
Ei denote the strict transform in Xk´1 of the exceptional divisor of ψi . Let Ek denote the strict
transform of Γk .
Lemma 2.2. Let n ě 2k ´ 1. Then N1pHnn´k ,n´kq “ ClpHnn´k ,n´kq “ Zk . In particular, linear
equivalence and numerical equivalence for divisors coincide.
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Proof. Since Hnn´k ,n´k “ Xk´1{S2 is a smooth rational variety, its class group is torsion free.
In particular, N1pXk´1{S2q “ ClpXk´1{S2q. Thus it suffices to prove that ClpXk´1{S2qQ :“
ClpXk´1{S2q b Q is isomorphic to Qk . By [F98, Example 1.7.6] we have ClpXk´1{S2qQ “
ClpXk´1qS2Q . Let E1,0 and E0,1 be the strict transform, in Xk´1, of OX0p1, 0q and OX0p0, 1q, re-
spectively. By [H77, Theorem 8.5], ClpXk´1qQ is freely generated by E1 , . . . , Ek´1 , E1,0 , E0,1. Since
S2 fixes Ei and interchanges E1,0 with E0,1, it follows that
ClpXk´1qS2Q “ spanQtE1 , . . . , Ek´1 , E1,0 ` E0,1u » Qk . 
Definition 2.3. Let pX0qtrv “ X0zΓk denote the open subset of X0 consisting of pairs of pn ´ kq-
planes such that the two planes in the pair meet transversely. We say that a pair of pn´ kq-planes
meets another plane Λ transversely, if each plane in the pair meets Λ transversely.
We now describe Di as a scheme theoretic image under Ξ.
Remark 2.4. For each 1 ď i ď k ´ 1 consider a flag Fi “ tΛi´1 Ď Λ2k´1´iu. Let Wi Ď pX0qtrv be
the open subset consisting of pairs of planes that meet Λ2k´1´i transversely. Let Dˆi denote the
(scheme theoretic) closure of
tZ PWi : dimk spanpΛi´1 Y pZ XΛ2k´1´iqq ă 2k ´ 1´ iu
in X0. Then Di is the image of the strict transform of Dˆi under the map Ξ.
Similarly, given a plane Λk´1, let Dˆk be the scheme theoretic closure of
tZ P pX0qtrv : Z XΛk´1 ‰ Hu
in X0. Then Dk is the image of the strict transform of Dˆk under the map Ξ.
Lemma 2.5. The loci Di are divisorial. For 1 ď i ď k ´ 1 let Di be defined by the flag
(2.1) Λi´1 “ Vpxi´1 , xi`1 , . . . , xnq Ď Λ2k´i´1 “ Vpxk , . . . , xn´ki´2 , xn´ki ´ xn´ki´1q.
Then Ξ‹pDiq XUk´1 is cut out by Tpk´iqi´1,n´ki ` T
pk´iq
i´1,n´kiT
pk´iq
i ,n´ki´1 ` λk´i`1.
Proof. Assume 1 ď i ď k ´ 1 and let Di be defined by the flag (2.1). To show that Di is a divisor,
it suffices to show that Dˆi XWi is a divisor inWi (notation from Remark 2.4). By symmetry, it is
enough to show that Dˆi XWi XU0 is a divisor inWi XU0.
Given a point pΛpaq,Λpbqq P Wi XU0 we have pΛpaq Y Λpbqq X Λ2k´1´i “ P Y Q for a pair of
pk ´ 1 ´ iq-planes, P and Q. For each n ´ ki`1 ď j ď n let p j (respectively q j) denote the point
in P (respectively Q) obtained by setting x j “ 1 and x` “ 0 for all other ` ě k (there are no such
points for i “ k ´ 1). Explicitly,
p j “ p´a0, j : ¨ ¨ ¨ : ´ak´1, j : 0 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : 0 : 1 : 0 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : 0q
q j “ p´b0, j : ¨ ¨ ¨ : ´bk´1, j : 0 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : 0 : 1 : 0 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : 0q.
Let pn´ki (respectively qn´ki ) denote the point in P (respectively Q) obtained by setting xn´ki “
xn´ki´1 “ 1 and x` “ 0 for all other ` ě k. Explicitly,
pn´ki “ p´a0,n´ki ´ a0,n´ki´1 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : ´ak´1,n´ki ´ ak´1,n´ki´1 : 0 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : 0 : 1 : 1 : 0 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : 0q
qn´ki “ p´b0,n´ki ´ b0,n´ki´1 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : ´bk´1,n´ki ´ bk´1,n´ki´1 : 0 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : 0 : 1 : 1 : 0 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : 0q.
For each ` P t0, . . . , i ´ 2, iu let r` “ Vpx0 , . . . , x`´1 , x``1 , . . . , xnq.
By construction we have, P “ spanppn´ki , . . . , pnq, Q “ spanpqn´ki , . . . , qnq and Λi´1 “
spanpr0 , . . . , ri´2 , riq. It follows that the points in spanpΛi´1 Y ppΛpaq YΛpbqq XΛ2k´1´iqq are in
the row span of the matrix“
pn´ki ¨ ¨ ¨ pn qn´ki ¨ ¨ ¨ qn r0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ri´2 ri
‰T
.
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In particular, Dˆi XWi XU0 is the locus where the matrix has rank less than 2k ´ i ´ 1. After row
reducing, this locus is cut out by the determinant of the submatrix¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
i´1,n´ki ` i´1,n´ki´1 i`1,n´ki ` i`1,n´ki´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ k´1,n´ki ` k´1,n´ki´1
i´1,n´ki`1 i`1,n´ki`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ k´1,n´ki`1
i´1,n´ki`2 i`1,n´ki`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ k´1,n´ki`2
...
...
...
i´1,n i`1,n ¨ ¨ ¨ k´1,n
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚
where l , j “ al , j´ bl , j . Thus DˆiXWiXU0 is a divisor and this determinant also cuts out DˆiXU0.
The strict transform of this determinant cuts out Ξ‹pDiq X Uk´1. Pulling back this matrix to
Uk´1 and column reducing as in Proposition 1.2 we obtain¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
λ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λk´ipTpk´iqi´1,n´ki ` T
pk´iq
i´1,n´ki´1q ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ ‹
0 λ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λk´i´1 . . . ...
0 0 . . . . . .
...
... ¨ ¨ ¨ . . . . . . ‹ ‹
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 λ1λ2 ‹
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 λ1
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
The strict transform of its determinant is Tpk´iqi´1,n´ki ` T
pk´iq
i´1,n´ki´1 .
‚ If i ą 1 wemay use Proposition 1.2 (ii) to rewrite Tpk´iqi´1,n´ki´1 “ λk´i`1`T
pk´iq
i´1,n´kiT
pk´iq
i ,n´ki´1 .
‚ If i “ 1 we may use Remark 1.3 to rewrite Tpk´1q0,n´k`1 “ λk ` T
pk´1q
0,n´k`2T
pk´1q
1,n´k`1.
In either case, Ξ‹pDiq X Uk´1 is cut out by the desired equation. Lastly, Dk is a divisor since Dˆk
is the Weil divisor associated to OX0p1, 1q P PicX0 » Z2. 
Corollary 2.6. Let 0 ď j ă i. For 1 ď i ď k ´ 1 let Di be defined by the flag
Λi´1 “ Vpx j , xi`1 , . . . , xnq Ď Λ2k´i´1 “ Vpxk , . . . , xn´k j´2 , xn´k j ´ xn´k j´1 , xn´k j`1 , . . . , xn´ki q3(2.2)
and let Dk be defined by the plane
Λk´1 “ Vpx j ` xn´k j , xk , . . . , xn´k j´1 , xn´k j`1 , . . . , xnq.
Then Ξ‹pDiq XUk´1 is cut out by a polynomial in the coordinates of Remark 1.3 that is linear in λk´ j .
Proof. Assume i ď k´1 and j ‰ 0. Imitating the proof of Lemma 2.5 we see thatΞ‹pDiqXUk´1 is
cut out by Tpk´iqj,n´k j ` T
pk´iq
j,n´k j´1 . To express this in terms of our desired coordinates we will use the
relation Tp`qp ,q “ Tp`qp ,n´``1Tp`qk´`,q`λ``1T
p``1q
p ,q which is true for any q ď n´kp and any p ă k´` and
` ă k ´ 1 (proof of Proposition 1.2). Repeatedly applying this relation we obtain the following
expressions
Tpk´iqj,n´k j “
k´ j´1ÿ
`“k´i
λk´i`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λ`Tp`qj,n´``1Tp`qk´`,n´k j ` λk´i`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λk´ j
and
(2.3) Tpk´iqj,q “
k´ j´1ÿ
`“k´i
λk´i`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λ`Tp`qj,n´``1Tp`qk´`,q ` λk´i`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λk´ jT
pk´ jq
j,q
for any q ă n ´ k j . Thus Tpk´iqj,q , as a polynomial in the coordinates of Remark 1.3, is linear in
λk´ j for all q ď n ´ k j . This implies Ξ‹pDiq XUk´1 is linear in λk´ j .
3if j “ 0 then k j´1 “ k´1 “ k is still consistent with Notation 1.4
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Assume i ď k ´ 1 and j “ 0. Most of the argument from the previous paragraph still applies
in this case. In particular, Ξ‹pDiq XUk´1 is cut out by Tpk´iq0,n´k`1 ` T
pk´iq
0,n´k and we have
(2.4) Tpk´iq0,q “
k´2ÿ
`“k´i
λk´i`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λ`Tp`q0,n´``1Tp`qk´`,q ` λk´i`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λk´1T
pk´1q
0,q
for all q ď n´ k` 1 “ n´ k0. Notice that Tpk´1q0,q “ Tpkq0,q `Tpk´1q0,n´k`2T
pk´1q
1,q for all q ď n´ k` 1 and
Tpkq0,n´k`1 “ λk (Remark 1.3). Substituting this into (2.4) we see that T
pk´iq
0,n´k`1 ` T
pk´iq
0,n´k is linear in
λk .
Finally assume i “ k. The locus of points pΛpaq,Λpbqq P U0 meeting Λk´1 is clearly cut out by
pa j,n´k j ´ 1qpb j,n´k j ´ 1q. The pullback of this equation to Uk´1, which coincides with the strict
transform, defines Ξ‹pDkq. If j ‰ 0 we can use (2.3) to deduce that
pa j,n´k j´1qpb j,n´k j´1q “
`
b j,n´k j`
k´ j´1ÿ
`“1
λ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λ`Tp`qj,n´``1Tp`qk´`,n´k j`λ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λk´ j´1
˘pb j,n´k j´1q.
This expression is linear in λk´ j . If j “ 0 we can argue in the previous paragraph and deduce
linearity in λk . This completes the proof. 
Here is an alternate description of Ni .
Remark 2.7. For each 1 ď i ď k´1, let Ni “ ΞpEiq. If n “ 2k´1 we let Nk “ ΞpEkq. If n ą 2k´1,
let Nˆk denote the closure in X0, of the locus of pairs of planes in X trv0 where the intersection of
the two planes meets a fixed Λ2k´1. Then Nk is the image of the strict transform of Nˆk under Ξ.
In the next lemma we abuse notation and use "=" to mean equality as divisor classes.
Lemma 2.8. Let n ě 2k ´ 1. The locus Ni are divisorial. Moreover, we have
(i) Ξ‹pN1q “ 2E1.
(ii) Ξ‹pNiq “ Ei for 2 ď i ď k ´ 1.
(iii) If n “ 2k ´ 1 then Ξ‹pNkq “ Ek and Ξ‹pNkq XUk´1 is cut out by λk .
(iv) If n ą 2k ´ 1 let Λ2k´1 “ Vpxk , . . . , xn´kq be the plane defining Nk . Then Ξ‹pNkq X Uk´1 is
cut out by λk .
Proof. Assume 1 ď i ď k ´ 1. Remark 2.7 implies that the Ni are divisors. Items (i), (ii) and the
first half of (iii) follow from the fact that Ξ is a finite, degree 2 map branched along N1 (Theorem
1.1), c.f. [F98, Chapter 1.7]. The rest of item (iii) is a consequence of Lemma 1.8 (ii).
Now assume n ą 2k´1 and let Nˆk be as in Remark 2.7. To show thatNk is a divisor it is enough
to show that Nˆk X X trv0 X U0 is a divisor in X trv0 X U0. Given a point pΛpaq,Λpbqq P X trv0 X U0,
the intersection of the two planes is Λpaq XΛpbq “ Vptřnj“kpai , j ´ bi , jqx j , yiu0ďiďk´1q. Thus the
locus of points in X trv0 XU0 satisfying pΛpaq XΛpbqq XΛ2k´1 ‰ H is cut out by the determinant
of ¨˚
˝a0,n´k`1 ´ b0,n´k`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ak´1,n´k`1 ´ bk´1,n´k`1... ...
a0,n ´ b0,n ¨ ¨ ¨ ak´1,n ´ bk´1,n
‹˛‚
Column reducing as in Proposition 1.2 (ii) and taking the strict transform gives item (iv) 
3. Birational geometry ofHnn´k ,n´k
This section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 3.12. For the rest of the section we will
assume n ě 2k ´ 1. We begin by constructing two families of curves and computing their
intersection numbers with Di and Ni .
Roughly speaking, the first family of curves will fix a pair of planes and vary the embedded
structures while the second family will vary the planes and fix the embedded structures.
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Definition 3.1. For each 1 ď j ď k ´ 1, define the curve C j : P1 Ñ Hnn´k ,n´k by,
C jps : tq “ IΛIΛ1 ` psx j´1xn´k j ´ tx jxn´k j´1q `
j´2ÿ
p“0
xppxn´kp`1 , . . . , xn´k j q
with Λ “ Vpx0 , . . . , xk´1q and Λ1 “ Vpx0 , . . . , x j , x j`1 ` xn´k j`1 , . . . , xk´1 ` xnq.
Remark 3.2. Using Remark 1.7 we see that C jps : tq is projectively equivalent to (1.4) with
µ1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ µk´ j´1 “ 1, µk´ j “ 0, µk´ j`1 “
#
t
s if s ‰ 0
0 if s “ 0 , µk´ j`2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ µk “ 0.
The Remark also shows that for j ď k ´ 2, the general member of C j is a pair of pn ´ kq-planes
meeting along a pencil of embedded pn ´ 2k ` j ` 1q-planes and containing fixed embedded
pn ´ 2k ` `q-planes for all 1 ď ` ď j ´ 1, while Ck´1 is a pencil of generically non-reduced
pn ´ kq-planes. If ps : tq “ p1 : 0q, p0 : 1q, the corresponding subscheme has an embedded
pn ´ 2k ` jq-plane.
Definition 3.3. Let 0 ď j ď k ´ 1. Let Λ “ Vpx0 , . . . , xk´1q and consider the pencil of pn ´ kq-
planes Λ1ps : tq “ Vpx0 , . . . , x j´1 , sx j ` txn´k j , x j`1 ` xn´k j`1 , . . . , xk´1 ` xnq. Define the curve
B j : P1 Ñ Hnn´k ,n´k by
B jps : tq “ IΛIΛ1ps:tq ` pxpxn´kq ´ xqxn´kp q0ďpăqď j´1 ` px0 , . . . , x j´1qxn´k j .
Remark 3.4. Using Remark 1.7 we see that B jps : tq is projectively equivalent to (1.4) with
µ1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ µk´ j´1 “ 1, µk´ j “
#
t
s if s ‰ 0
1 if s “ 0 , µk´ j`1 “ 0, µk´ j`2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ µk “ 1.
If ps : tq ‰ p1 : 0q, then B0ps : tq is a pair of pn ´ kq-planes meeting transversely while B jps : tq
a pair of pn ´ kq-planes with a pure embedded pn ´ 2k ` jq-plane for j ą 0. Moreover, the
embedded pn ´ 2k ` jq-plane is fixed along the curve.
If ps : tq “ p1 : 0q, the corresponding subscheme has an embedded pn ´ 2k ` j ` 1q-plane.
Note that Bk´1p1 : 0q is, more precisely, a generically non-reduced pn ´ kq-plane.
Before we determine the intersection numbers we need to compute a few linear spans. We
begin with notation that will be used a great deal in the following Lemmas.
Notation 3.5. We use C:j ps : tq and B:j ps : tq to denote the subschemes of Pn cut out by C jps : tq
and B jps : tq, respectively. Given an ideal J Ď S, let satpJq denote its saturation with respect to
px0 , . . . , xnq and let Jp1q denote the ideal generated by the linear forms in J.
Lemma 3.6. Let 1 ď i ď j ď k ´ 1 and let Λ2k´i´1 “ Vpxk , xk`1 , . . . , xn´ki´2 , xn´ki ´ xn´ki´1q. For
any ps : tq P P1, if i ‰ j the linear span of C:j ps : tq XΛ2k´i´1 is
Vpx0 , . . . , xi´1 , xk , . . . , xn´ki´2 , xn´ki ´ xn´ki´1q
and if i “ j the linear span of C:i ps : tq XΛ2k´i´1 is
Vpx0 , . . . , xi´2 , sxi´1 ´ txi , xk , . . . , xn´ki´2 , xn´ki ´ xn´ki´1q.
Proof. Note that the linear span of C:j ps : tq X Λ2k´i´1 is cut out by satpC jps : tq ` IΛ2k´i´1qp1q.
Assume i ă j. It is straigthtforward to see that x`px0 , . . . , xnq Ď C jps : tq ` IΛ2k´i´1 for every
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0 ď ` ď i ´ 1. Thus we have
satpC jps : tq ` IHq Ě IΛ2k´i´1 ` px0 , . . . , xi´1q ` pxi , . . . , xk´1qpxi , . . . , x j , x j`1 ` xn´k j`1 , . . . , xk´1 ` xnq
` psx j´1xn´k j ´ tx jxn´k j´1q `
j´2ÿ
p“i
xppxn´kp`1 , . . . , xn´k j q
“ Q.
Moreover, it is clear that Qpdq “ pC jps : tq ` IHqpdq for all d ě 2. Thus if we show that Q is
saturated then Q “ satpC jps : tq ` IHq, and this would give the desired linear span. If we write
Q “ IΛ2k´i´1 ` px0 , . . . , xi´1q ` Q1, it suffices to show that quadratic portion, Q1, is saturated.
But notice that Q1 is projectively equivalent to an ideal of the form (1.4) (for reasons similar to
Remark 3.2). It follows from Lemma 1.6 thatQ is saturated. The case of i “ j is analogous. 
Remark 3.7. Here are two simple facts about linear spans:
(i) If Λp and Λq are disjoint linear spaces in Pn then dimk spanpΛp YΛqq “ p ` q ` 1.
(ii) spanpY1 Y Y2q “ spanpspanY1 Y spanY2q for any subschemes Y1 ,Y2 Ď Pn .
The first fact is clear and the second follows from the following chain of equalities,
IY1YY2p1q “ pIY1 X IY2qp1q “ pIY1p1q X IY2p1qqp1q.
Lemma 3.8. Let 1 ď i ď k and 1 ď j ď k ´ 1. We have the following intersection numbers
(i) Di ¨ C j “ 0 whenever i ‰ j,
(ii) Di ¨ Ci “ 1 for all i ď k ´ 1.
Proof. Assume i ą j. Since the dimension of any embedded subscheme of C:j ps : tq is at most
n´2k` j`1, a generic p2k´1´ iq-plane will not intersect any embedded subscheme of C:j ps : tq.
If i ă k, the intersection of C:j ps : tq with a generic Λ2k´1´i is a pair of skew pk ´ 1 ´ iq-planes.
Moreover, these skew planes are independent of ps : tq and thus
span pC:j ps : tq XΛ2k´1´iq » P2k´2i´1
is independent of ps : tq. As a consequence, we may choose an pi ´ 1q-plane Λi´1 Ď Λ2k´1´i that
does not meet the P2k´2i´1. It follows from Remark 3.7 that
dimk span pΛi´1 Y pC:j ps : tq XΛ2k´1´iqq “ 2k ´ 1´ i.
If we use the flag tΛi´1 Ď Λ2k´1´iu to define Di we see that Di ¨ C j “ 0. Similarly, if i “ k and
Λk´1 is generic we have that C:j ps : tq XΛk´1 “ H. Thus Dk ¨ C j “ 0.
Assume i ă j and let Λ2k´i´1 “ Vpxk , xk`1 , . . . , xn´ki´2 , xn´ki ´ xn´ki´1q. By Lemma 3.6 we
have that
span pC:j ps : tq XΛ2k´1´iq “ Vpx0 , . . . , xi´1 , xk , xk`1 , . . . , xn´ki´2 , xn´ki ´ xn´ki´1q » P2k´2i´1
is fixed and independent of ps : tq. As done in the previous paragraph, if we choose a general
Λi´1 inside Λ2k´1´i to define Di , then Di ¨ C j “ 0. This completes the proof of item (i).
Assume i “ j and let the flag tΛi´1 Ď Λ2k´1´iu in (2.1) define Di . By Lemma 3.6 we have that
span pC:i ps : tq XΛ2k´1´iq “ Vpx0 , . . . , xi´2 , sxi´1 ´ txi , xk , xk`1 , . . . , xn´ki´2 , xn´ki ´ xn´ki´1q
Thus, if t ‰ 0, the linear span of pC:i p1 : tq XΛ2k´i´1q YΛi´1 is all of Λ2k´i´1. If t “ 0, the linear
span of pC:i p1 : 0qXΛ2k´i´1qYΛi´1 isΛ2k´i´1XVpxi´1q. Thus Di XCi is supported on the point
Z0 “ Cip1 : 0q.
Let C˜i denote the closure inXk´1 of the curve,A1 ãÑ Uk´1 obtained by setting λ1 , . . . , λk´i´1 “
1, λk´i`1 “ t and all the other coordinates of Remark 1.3 to 0. Since ΞpC˜iq|Uk´1 “ Cip1 : tq it
follows that ΞpC˜iq “ Ci . In particular C˜i X Ξ‹pDiq is supported at a unique point Z˜0 P Ξ´1pZ0q.
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Since Ξ‹pDiq is linear in λk´i`1 (Lemma 2.5), it follows that Ξ‹pDiq and C˜i intersect transversely
at Z˜0. Using the push-pull formulawe conclude that Ci ¨Di “ Ξ‹C˜i ¨Di “ Ξ‹pC˜i ¨Ξ‹pDiqq “ 1. 
Lemma 3.9. Let 1 ď i ď k and 0 ď j ď k ´ 1. We have the following intersection numbers
(i) Di ¨ B j “ 0 for all i ď j,
(ii) Di ¨ B j “ 1 for all i ą j.
Proof. Assume i ď j and let Λ2k´1´i “ Vpxk , . . . , xn´ki´2 , xn´ki ´ xn´ki´1q. Arguing as in Lemma
3.6 we see that
span pΛ2k´1´i X B:j ps : tqq “ Vpx0 , . . . , xi´1 , xk , xk`1 , . . . , xn´ki´1q » P2k´2i´1
is independent of ps : tq. Arguing as in Lemma 3.8 we deduce item (i).
Assume that j ă i ď k ´ 1 and let tΛi´1 Ď Λ2k´1´iu be the flag (2.2) defining Di . Then
B:j ps : tq XΛ2k´i´1 is a disjoint pair of pk ´ i ´ 1q-planes defined by
px0 , . . . , x j´1 , sx j ` txn´k j , x j`1 , . . . , xi , xi`1 ` xn´ki`1 , . . . , xk´1 ` xn ,
xk , xk`1 , . . . , xn´k j´2 , xn´k j ´ xn´k j´1 , xn´k j`1 , . . . , xn´ki qX
px0 , . . . , xn´k j´2 , xn´k j ´ xn´k j´1 , xn´k j`1 , . . . , xn´ki q.
For t ‰ 0, the linear span of pB:j ps : tq X Λ2k´i´1q Y Λi´1 is all of Λ2k´i´1. On the other hand if
t “ 0, the linear span of pB:j ps : tqXΛ2k´i´1qYΛi´1 isΛ2k´1´iXVpx jq. ThusDiXB j is supported
at the point Z0 “ B jp1 : 0q.
Let B˜ j denote the closure in Xk´1 of the curve, A1 ãÑ Uk´1 obtained by setting λ1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “
λk´ j´1 “ 1, λk´ j “ t, λk´ j`2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λk “ 1 and all the other coordinates of Remark 1.3
to 0. Since ΞpB˜ jq|Uk´1 “ B jp1 : tq we have ΞpB˜ jq “ B j . Thus B˜ j X Ξ‹pDiq is supported at
a unique point Z˜0 P Ξ´1pZ0q. Since Ξ‹pDiq is linear in λk´ j (Corollary 2.6), it follows that
Ξ‹pDiq and B˜ j intersect transversely at Z˜0. Using the push-pull formula we conclude that
B j ¨ Di “ Ξ‹B˜ j ¨ Di “ Ξ‹pB˜ j ¨ Ξ‹pDiqq “ 1.
Now assume j ă i “ k and let Λk´1 “ Vpx j ` xn´k j , xk , . . . , xn´k j´1 , xn´k j`1 , . . . , xnq be the
plane definingDk . It is evident that B jXDk is supported at the point Z1,1 “ B jp1 : 1q. Once again,
B˜ j (defined in the previous paragraph) and Ξ‹pDkq will meet at a unique point Z˜1,1 P Ξ´1pZ1,1q.
Since Ξ‹pDkq is linear in λk´ j (Corollary 2.6) we see that B˜ j meets Ξ‹pDkq transversely at Z˜1,1.
Once again we conclude using the push-pull formula. 
Lemma 3.10. We have the following intersection numbers,
(i) Ni ¨ C j “ 0 for each 1 ď i ď k ´ 1 and all 1 ď j ď k ´ i ´ 1,
(ii) Ni ¨ B j “ 0 for each 1 ď i ď k and all j ‰ k ´ i , k ´ i ` 1,
(iii) Ni ¨ Ck´i`1 “ 2 for each 2 ď i ď k,
(iv) N1 ¨ Bk´1 “ 2 and Ni ¨ Bk´i “ 1 for 2 ď i ď k.
Proof. Item (i) and item (ii), except for the case of i “ k, follow from the definition of the Ni
and the description of the embedded subschemes in Remark 3.2 and Remark 3.4. We will deal
with the case of i “ k in the last paragraph. For the rest of the proof let Z0 “ Ck´i`1p1 : 0q
and Z8 “ Ck´i`1p0 : 1q. We will also use the curves C˜k´i`1 and B˜ j defined in Lemma 3.8. In
particular, let Z˜0 , Z˜8 P C˜k´i`1 such that ΞpZ˜0q “ Z0 and ΞpZ˜8q “ Z8.
Assume 2 ď i ď k ´ 1. Since Ni is the locus of subschemes containing an embedded pn ´ k `
1´ iq-plane, it meets the curve Ck´i`1 at Z0 and Z8. Thus C˜k´i`1 meets Ei at Z˜0 and Z˜8. Using
Lemma 2.8 (ii), we obtain
Ni ¨ Ck´i`1 “ Ξ‹pC˜k´i`1 ¨ Ξ‹pNiqq “ C˜k´i`1 ¨ Ei “ pC˜k´i`1 ¨ Eiq|Z˜0 ` pC˜k´i`1 ¨ Eiq|Z˜8
Since Z˜0 P Uk´1 and Ei is cut out by λi , C˜k´i`1 meets Ei transversely at Z˜0. Symmetrically,
C˜k´i`1 will also meet Ei transversally at Z˜8. To see the latter statement, consider the projective
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transformation g P GLpn ` 1q that interchanges x j with x j´1, interchanges xn´k j with xn´k j´1
and fixes the other coordinates. It follows from the definition that gpCk´i`1q “ Ck´i`1 and g
interchanges Z0 with Z8. Since intersection multiplicity is invariant under the GLpn ` 1q action
onHnn´k ,n´k we obtain
pNi ¨ Ck´i`1q|Z8 “ pgpNiq ¨ gpCk´i`1qq |gpZ8q “ Ni ¨ Ck´i`1|Z0 “ pEi ¨ C˜k´i`1q|Z˜0 “ 1.
This proves item (iii) for i ‰ k.
Since N1 is the locus of generically non-reduced subschemes, it meets the curve Bk´1 at
Bk´1p1 : 0q. Using Lemma 2.8 (i) we obtain N1 ¨ Bk´1 “ Ξ‹pB˜k´1 ¨ Ξ‹pN1qq “ 2B˜k´1 ¨ E1 “ 2.
Similarly, using Lemma 2.8 we obtain Ni ¨ Bk´i “ 1 for all 2 ď i ď k ´ 1. This finishes item (iv)
for i ‰ k
Finally, assume i “ k and let Λ2k´1 “ Vpxk , . . . , xn´kq be the plane defining Nk (if n ą 2k´ 1).
By Lemma 2.8 (iii), (iv) we see thatΞ‹pNkqmeets C˜1 at Z0 and possibly also at Z8 (since the latter
does not lie in Uk´1). Moreover, Ξ‹pNkq meets C˜1 transversely at Z˜0. We may argue as in the
previous paragraph to show that Ξ‹pNkq also meets C˜1 transversely at Z˜8. Indeed, the projective
transformation g fixes Nk . This is clear if n “ 2k ´ 1 and the case of n ą 2k ´ 1 follows from the
fact that g fixes Λ2k´1. Thus Nk ¨C1 “ pNk ¨C1q|Z0 `pNk ¨C1q|Z8 “ 2pNk ¨C1q|Z0 “ 2, completing
the proof of item (iii). For items (ii) and (iv) we argue similarly using the following projective
transformation: g1 P GLpn ` 1q that maps xn´k j ÞÑ xn´k j ` x j and fixes the other coordinates.
It is straightforward to verify that g1pB jq “ B j , g1pB jp1 : 0qq “ B jp1 : 1q and g1 fixes Nk (since g1
fixes Λ2k´1). This implies
pNk ¨ B jq|B jp1:0q “
`
g1pNkq ¨ g1pB jq
˘ |g1pB jp1:0qq “ pNk ¨ B jq|B jp1:1q “ 0,
for j ‰ 1. 
Proposition 3.11. Let 1 ď i ď k. Then we have
‚ N1 “ 2Dk ´ 2Dk´1,
‚ Ni “ 2Dk´i`1 ´ Dk´i ´ Dk´i`2 for all 2 ď i ď k ´ 1,
‚ Nk “ 2D1 ´ D2.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.9 we see that N1pHnn´k ,n´kq is generated by
tD1 , . . . ,Dku. This allows us to write Ni “ řk`“1 i ,`D` for some i ,` P Z. Using Lemmas 3.8 -
3.10 we obtain
‚ N1 ¨ C` “ 1,` “ 0 for ` ď k ´ 2,
‚ N1 ¨ Bk´1 “ 1,k “ 2 and N1 ¨ Bk´2 “ 1,k´1 ` 1,k “ 0.
This immediately implies N1 “ 2Dk ´ 2Dk´1. For each 2 ď i ď k we obtain
‚ Ni ¨ B j “ řk`“ j`1 i ,` “ 0 for j ‰ k ´ i , k ´ i ` 1
‚ Ni ¨ Bk´i “ řk`“k´i`1 i ,` “ 1 and Ni ¨ Ck´i`1 “ i ,k´i`1 “ 2.
If i ‰ k, we obtain i ,k´i “ ´1, i ,k´i`1 “ 2, i ,k´i`2 “ ´1, and i ,` “ 0 for other `. If i “ k we
obtain k ,1 “ 2, k ,2 “ ´1 and i ,` “ 0 for other `. This completes the proof. 
Proposition 3.12. Let k ě 2 and n ě 2k ´ 1. Then we have
EffpHnn´k ,n´kq “ xN1 , . . . ,Nky and NefpHnn´k ,n´kq “ xD1 , . . . ,Dky.
Moreover,Hnn´k ,n´k is Fano if and only if either k “ 3 and n “ 5, or k ‰ 3 and n P t2k ´ 1, 2ku.
Proof. It is clear that the divisorsN1 , . . . ,Nk are effective and generateN1pHnn´k ,n´kq. To conclude
that the effective cone is generated by N1 , . . . ,Nk , it is enough to show that any R-divisor
N “ řki“1 iNi , with some  j ă 0, is not effective. Let A j : P1 ãÑ Hnn´k ,n´k denote any curve such
that for ps : tq ‰ p1 : 0q, A jps : tq is a pair of pn ´ kq-planes meeting transversely while A jp1 : 0q
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it is a pair of pn ´ kq-planes with a pure embedded pn ´ k ` 1´ jq-plane if j ą 1 and generically
non-reduced if j “ 1. Clearly, A j ¨ Ni “ 0 for i ‰ j and A j ¨ N j ą 0. Since N ¨ A j “  j ă 0 and A j
is not contained in the support of N , we see that N cannot be an effective divisor.
By varying the flags it is easy to see that each of the Di is base point free; thus it is also nef.
Similar to the previous paragraph, to show that the nef cone gone is generated by D1 , . . . ,Dk , it
is enough to show that any R-divisor D “ řki“1 iDi , with some  j ă 0, is not nef. If j ‰ k, we
have D ¨ C j “  j ă 0 and if j “ k we have D ¨ Bk´1 “ k ă 0. Thus D is not nef.
We will now compute the canonical divisor ofHnn´k ,n´k using the branched cover Ξ : Xk´1 Ñ
Hnn´k ,n´k . By [H77, Exercise 8.5b] and [E95, Exercise 10.10] we may write
KXk´1 “
k´1ÿ
j“1
ppk ´ j ` 1qpn ´ k ´ j ` 2q ´ 1qE j ´ pn ` 1qDˆk
where Dˆk is the strict transform ofOX0p1, 1q (Remark 2.4). Note that the canonical divisor ofX0 is
OX0p´n ´ 1,´n ´ 1q. Let KHnn´k ,n´k “ 1N1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` k´1Nk´1 ` kDk for some i P Q. Hurwitz’s
theorem implies that KXk´1 “ Ξ‹pKHnn´k ,n´k q ` E1. Using this and Lemma 2.8 we obtain
21E1 `
k´1ÿ
j“2
 jE j ` kDˆk “ Ξ‹pKHnn´k ,n´k q “ pkpn ´ k ` 1q ´ 2qE1`
k´1ÿ
j“2
ppk ´ j ` 1qpn ´ k ´ j ` 2q ´ 1qE j ´ pn ` 1qDˆk .
Let ˜ j “ pk ´ j ` 1qpn ´ k ´ j ` 2q ´ 1 and using Proposition 3.11 we obtain
KHnn´k ,n´k “
1
2p˜1 ´ 1qp2Dk ´ 2Dk´1q `
k´1ÿ
j“2
˜ jp2Dk´ j`1 ´ Dk´ j ´ Dk´ j`2q ´ pn ` 1qDk .
For k “ 2, 3 the above expression simplifies to
KHnn´2,n´2 “ p4´ 2nqD1 ` pn ´ 5qD2 , KHnn´3,n´3 “ p7´ 2nqD1 ` pn ´ 6qD2 ´ 2D3.
If k ě 4 we can rewrite the expression as follows:
KHnn´k ,n´k “ p˜1 ´ 1qpDk ´ Dk´1q ´ pn ` 1qDk `
k´3ÿ
j“2
p2˜ j`1 ´ ˜ j ´ ˜ j`2qDk´ j
´ ˜2Dk ` p2˜2 ´ ˜3qDk´1 ` p2˜k´1 ´ ˜k´2qD2 ´ ˜k´1D1
“ p˜1 ´ ˜2 ´ n ´ 2qDk ` p2˜2 ´ ˜3 ´ ˜1 ` 1qDk´1 `
k´3ÿ
j“2
p2˜ j`1 ´ ˜ j ´ ˜ j`2qDk´ j
` p2˜k´1 ´ ˜k´2qD2 ´ ˜k´1D1.
Since 2˜ j`1 ´ ˜ j ´ ˜ j`2 “ ´2 for all j we obtain
KHnn´k ,n´k “ p4k ´ 5´ 2nqD1 ` pn ´ 2k ´ 1qD2 ´ 2D3 ´ 2D4 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ 2Dk´2 ´ Dk´1 ´ 2Dk .
Since the ample cone is the interior of the nef cone, we see that´KHnn´2,n´2 is ample if and only
if n “ 3, 4 and that ´KHnn´3,n´3 is ample precisely when n “ 5. If k ě 4, ´KHnn´k ,n´k is ample if
and only if n “ 2k ´ 1, 2k. 
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4. Birational geometry ofHnk´1,k´1
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.14. We will show thatHnk´1,k´1 is Fano, and
thus a Mori dream space. By constructing a contraction fromHnk´1,k´1 toHnn´k ,n´k (Proposition
4.11) we will also deduce thatHnn´k ,n´k is a Mori dream space.
Theorem 4.1 ( [R20, Theorem A]). Let n ą 2k ´ 1. The morphism ρ : Hnk´1,k´1 ÝÑ Grp2k ´ 1, nq
that sends a scheme to its linear span is smooth; the fiber over a point Λ isHk´1,k´1pΛq.
Much more explicitly we have
Remark 4.2. LetW “ Speckr f2k , j , . . . , fn , js0ď jď2k´1 be a neighbourhood ofΛ “ Vpx2k , . . . , xnq P
Grp2k ´ 1, nq such that its k-points are identified with
Vpx2k `
2k´1ÿ
j“0
f2k , jx j , . . . , xn `
2k´1ÿ
j“0
fn , jx jq.
Then the open subset ρ´1pWq is naturally isomorphic toW ˆHk´1,k´1pΛq.
Lemma 4.3. Let n ą 2k ´ 1. Then N1pHnk´1,k´1q “ Zk`1.
Proof. As explained in Lemma 2.2, since Hnk´1,k´1 is rational and smooth, it suffices to compute
N1pHnk´1,k´1qbQwhich equals PicpHnk´1,k´1qbQ “ H2pHnk´1,k´1 ,Qq. By Theorem 4.1 we have a
smooth morphismHnk´1,k´1 ÝÑ Grp2k´ 1, nqwith fibers isomorphic toH2k´1k´1,k´1. Since the base
of this morphism is simply connected, we may apply the Leray-Hirsch theorem [V04, Theorem
7.33] and Lemma 2.2 to deduce that H2pHnk´1,k´1 ,Qq » Qk`1. 
Using the fibration ρ and Remark 4.2 one can easily verify that the loci D1i ,N
1
i , F are divisorial.
We now define the curves inside Hnk´1,k´1; all but two of them come from curves lying inside
H2k´1k´1,k´1.
Definition 4.4. Let Λ “ Vpx2k , . . . , xnq. For each relevant j, let A1j , B1j , C1j be the images of
A j , B j , C j (Definition 3.1, 3.3, Proposition 3.12) under the inclusion ρ´1pΛq “ Hk´1,k´1pΛq ãÑ
Hnk´1,k´1, respectively.
Definition 4.5. LetΛ1 “ Vpxk , . . . , xnq and letΛps : tq “ Vpx0 , . . . , xk´1 , sx2k`txk , x2k`1 , . . . , xnq
be a pencil of pk ´ 1q-planes disjoint from Λ1. Define the curve Y1 : P1 Ñ Hnk´1,k´1 by ps : tq ÞÑ
Λps : tq YΛ1. Explicitly
Y1ps : tq “ psx2k ` txk , x2k`1 , . . . , xnq ` px0 , . . . , xk´1qpxk , . . . , x2k´1q.
Define the curve Y2 : P1 Ñ Hnk´1,k´1 by
Y2ps : tq “ psx2k ` tx0 , x2k`1 , . . . , xnq ` px1 , . . . , xk´1qpxk`1 , . . . , x2k´1q
` px0 , x2kq2 ` px0 , x2kqpx1 , . . . , xk´1 , xk`1 , . . . , x2k´1q.
Remark 4.6. Let Λ “ Vpx0 , . . . , xk´1 , x2k , . . . , xnq and Λ1 “ Vpx0 , xk`1 , . . . , xnq be a pair of
pk ´ 1q-planes meeting along a point. Then we have
Y2ps : tq “ IΛ X IΛ1 X ppx0 , x2kq2 , sx2k ` tx0 , x1 , . . . , xk´1 , xk`1 , . . . , x2k´1 , x2k`1 , . . . , xnq.
In particular, Y2 is a pair of fixed pk ´ 1q-planes with a pencil of embedded points.
Lemma 4.7. Y2 is a moving curve in N 1k i.e. its deformations span N
1
k .
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Proof. The general subscheme parameterized by N 1k is a pair of pk ´ 1q-planes meeting along
an embedded point. By Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 1.6, up to projectively equivalence, such a
subscheme is cut out by
px0 , . . . , xk´1 , x2k , . . . , xnq X px0 , xk`1 , . . . , xnq X px20 , x1 , . . . , xk´1 , xk`1 , . . . , xnq “ Y2p1 : 0q
In particular, the GLpn ` 1q orbit of Y2 covers a dense subset of N 1k . 
Lemma 4.8. For all pairs of relevant indices i , j (the ones appearing in Lemma 3.8, 3.9, 3.10), the
intersection numbers of D1i ,N
1
i with B
1
j , C
1
j are the same as the intersection numbers of Di ,Ni with B j , C j ,
respectively.
Proof. Wewill only verify D1i ¨ C1j “ Di ¨ C j for 1 ď i , j ď k ´ 1; the other cases are analogous. Let
Λ “ Vpx2k , . . . , xnq be a fixed p2k´ 1q-plane. Let D1i be defined by a flag F 1i “ tΛn´2k`i Ď Λn´iu,
where the flag is chosen to satisfy the following two properties:
‚ Λ is transverse to each element of the flag F 1i ,‚ Let Di Ď Hk´1,k´1pΛq be defined by the flag Fi “ tΛn´2k`i XΛ Ď Λn´i XΛu. Then either
Di X C j “ H if i ‰ j or Di is transverse to C j if i “ j.
Let W be the open neighbourhood of Λ from Remark 4.2. The first bullet point implies
that every element of W is transverse to the flag F 1i . It follows that D1i|ρ´1pWq “ W ˆ Di and
C1j “ tΛu ˆ C j . Thus we have D1i ¨ C1j “ D1i|ρ´1pWq ¨ C1j “ Di ¨ C j . 
Lemma 4.9. We have the following intersection numbers
(i) D1i ¨ Y2 “ N 1i ¨ Y1 “ 0 for all 1 ď i ď k,
(ii) N 1i ¨ Y2 “ 0 for all 1 ď i ď k ´ 1,
(iii) D1i ¨ Y1 “ 1 for all 1 ď i ď k,
(iv) F ¨ Y1 “ F ¨ Y2 “ 1.
Proof. Items (i) and (ii) are clear from the definition of the divisors.
Let 1 ď i ď k, Λ “ Vpx2k , . . . , xnq and W be as in Remark 4.2. We may choose a flag F 1i to
define D1i so that the following properties are satisfied:
‚ Λ is transverse to each element of the flag F 1i ,‚ D1i X Y1 is supported at Z0 “ Y1p1 : 0q.
Let W 1 “ Speckr1 , . . . , k2s Ď Hk´1,k´1pΛq be any affine open containing the image of Z0 in
Hk´1,k´1pΛq. Then W ˆW 1 is identified with an open neighbourhood of Z0 P Hnk´1,k´1. Along
this open set, Y1 is the curve obtained by setting f2k ,k “ t, fi , j “ 0 for other i , j, and i “ δi for
some constants δi P k. On the other hand, D1i “ W ˆ pDi XW 1q where Di is the divisor defined
by the flag F 1i X Λ. It immediately follows that D1i meets Y1 transversely at Z0 inside W ˆW 1;
this proves item (iii).
For item (iv), we will only verify F ¨ Y1 “ 1 as the other case is similar. Let F be defined by
the pn ´ 2kq-plane, Vpx0 , . . . , xk´1 , xk`1 , . . . , x2kq. It follows that F X Y1 is also supported at Z0.
Moreover, alongW ˆW 1, F is cut out by the function f2k ,k . Combining this with the equation of
Y1 alongW ˆW 1 we see that F meets Y1 transversely at Z0. 
Proposition 4.10. Let k ě 2 and n ą 2k ´ 1. Then we have,
EffpHnk´1,k´1q “ xN 11 , . . . ,N 1k , Fy and NefpHnk´1,k´1q “ xD11 , . . . ,D1k , Fy.
Moreover we have,
‚ N 11 “ 2D1k ´ 2D1k´1,
‚ N 1i “ 2D1k´i`1 ´ D1k´i ´ D1k´i`2 for all 2 ď i ď k ´ 1,
‚ N 1k “ 2D11 ´ D12 ´ F.
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Proof. Using the intersection numbers with the curves tC11 , . . . , C1k ,Y2u and arguing as in Propo-
sition 3.11, 3.12 we see that N1pHnk´1,k´1q and NefpHnk´1,k´1q are both generated by D11 , . . . ,D1k , F.
Using the curves tA11 , . . . ,A1k ,Y1u and arguing as in Proposition 3.12, we see that N 11 , . . . ,N 1k , F
generate the effective cone.
By Proposition 3.11 and Remark 4.8 there exists i P Q such that
‚ N 11 “ 2D1k ´ 2D1k´1 ` 1F,
‚ N 1i “ 2D1k´i`1 ´ D1k´i ´ D1k´i`2 ` iF for all 2 ď i ď k ´ 1,
‚ N 1k “ 2D11 ´ D12 ` kF.
Intersecting these divisors with Y1 ,Y2 and using Lemma 4.9 we obtain 1 , . . . , k´1 “ 0 and
k “ ´1. 
We are now ready to relateHnk´1,k´1 withHnn´k ,n´k .
Proposition 4.11. There is a morphismΨ : Hnk´1,k´1 ÝÑ Hnn´k ,n´k with exceptional locus N 1k . More-
over, N 1k is a P
n´2k`1-fibration overΨpN 1kq. Geometrically,Ψ "forgets" the embedded points.
Proof. Given an pn ` 1q-dimensional vector space V , let
ΓipPVq “ tpΛ,Λ1q : dimpΛXΛ1q ě k ´ iu Ď Grpk ´ 1, PVq2.
The Hilbert-Chow morphism induces a birational morphism, Hk´1,k´1pPVq ÝÑ Sym2 Grpk ´
1, PVq [K96, Theorem 6.3]. Let sΓipPVq denote the image of ΓipPVq in Sym2 Grpk ´ 1, PVq. Since
the pullback of each sΓipPVq is N 1i , we obtain a morphism
Ψ1 : Hnk´1,k´1 ÝÑ BlsΓk´1pPVq ¨ ¨ ¨BlsΓ1pPVq Sym2 Grpk ´ 1, PVq.
There is an isomorphism Grpk ´ 1, PVq2 » Grpn ´ k , pPVq‹q2 induced by map Λ ÞÑ Λ‹ that
sends a linear space to its dual variety. This isomorphism maps ΓipPVq to Γi (Definition 0.3) and
thus maps sΓipPVq to sΓi after quotienting byS2. Therefore we obtain an isomorphism
Ψ2 : BlsΓk´1pPVq ¨ ¨ ¨BlsΓ1pPVq Sym2 Grpk ´ 1, PVq »ÝÑ BlsΓk´1 ¨ ¨ ¨BlsΓ1 Sym2 Grpn ´ k , nq
“ Hn´k ,n´kppPVq‹q.
Let Ψ “ Ψ2 ˝ Ψ1. One can directly check that Ψ‹pDiq “ D1i for all i and Ψ‹pNiq “ N 1i for
1 ď i ď k ´ 1.
To show that Ψ contracts N 1k , it is enough to show that Ψ contracts Y2 (Lemma 4.7). Using
Lemma 4.9 we obtainΨ‹Y2 ¨ Di “ Ψ‹pY2 ¨Ψ‹pDiqq “ Ψ‹pY2 ¨ D1iq “ 0 for all i. Since D1 , . . . ,Dk
generates the nef-cone ofHnn´k ,n´k we must haveΨ‹Y2 “ 0, i.e. Ψ contracts Y2.
Conversely, let C be any curve contracted by Ψ. If C ¨ D1i ‰ 0 for some i, we would have
Ψ‹C ¨Di “ Ψ‹pC ¨D1iq ‰ 0, proving thatΨ does not contract C. Thus we may assume C ¨D1i “ 0
for all i. Since tD1iui Y F generates the nef-cone of Hnk´1,k´1 we must have F ¨ C ą 0. Using
Proposition 4.10 we obtain N 1k ¨ C “ ´F ¨ C ă 0, i.e. C lies inside N 1k .
Lastly, we need to verify that N 1k is a P
n´2k`1-fibration over ΨpN 1kq. Up to projective equiv-
alence, it is enough to verify that the fiber of Ψ1 over Z “ Vpx0 , . . . , xk´1 , x2k , . . . , xnq Y
Vpx0 , xk`1 , . . . , xnq is isomorphic to Pn´2k`1, c.f. Example 4.12. Let H “ spanktx0 , x2k , . . . , xnu.
Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.7, any subscheme parameterized byHnk´1,k´1 and supported on
Z is cut out by
(4.1) px0 , . . . , xk´1 , x2k , . . . , xnq X px0 , xk`1 , . . . , xnq X
“px1 , . . . , xk´1 , xk`1 , . . . , x2k´1q ` pH1q ` pH2q2‰
where H1 P Grpn ´ 2k ` 1,Hq and H2 Ď H is chosen so that H1‘H2 “ H. Notice that for a fixed
H1, all choices of H2 give the same ideal as (4.1). It follows that theΨ´11 pZq is paramaterized by
Grpn ´ 2k , PHq » Pn´2k`1. 
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Example 4.12. Consider X Ď P4 cut out by px0 , x1 , x4q X px0 , x3 , x4q X px20 , x1 , x3 , x4q. This is a
pair of lines meeting along an embedded point. Let x‹0 , . . . , x
‹
4 be the dual coordinates on pP4q‹.
We can trace the image of X under the mapΨ : H1,1pP4q Ñ H2,2ppP4q‹q as follows:
px0 , x1 , x4q X px0 , x3 , x4q X px20 , x1 , x3 , x4q Ψ1ÞÑ px0 , x1 , x4q X px0 , x3 , x4q
Ψ2ÞÑ point inH42,2 corresponding to px‹2 , x‹3q X px‹1 , x‹2q
“ px‹2 , x‹3q ¨ px‹1 , x‹2q
“ px‹2 , x‹3q X px‹1 , x‹2q X ppx‹2q2 , x‹1 , x‹3q.
Proposition 4.13. Let k ě 2 and n ą 2k ´ 1. The componentHnk´1,k´1 is Fano.
Proof. Using Proposition 4.11 and the canonical divisor in Proposition 3.12 we deduce that
KHnk´1,k´1 “ Ψ‹KHnn´k ,n´k ` pn ´ 2k ` 1qN 1k
“ Ψ‹KHnn´k ,n´k ` pn ´ 2k ` 1qp2D11 ´ D12 ´ Fq
“
$’’&’’%
´3D11 ´ 2D12 ´ 2D13 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ 2D1k´2 ´ D1k´1 ´ 2D1k ´ pn ´ 2k ` 1qF if k ě 4,
´3D11 ´ D12 ´ 2D13 ´ pn ´ 5qF if k “ 3,
´2D11 ´ 2D12 ´ pn ´ 3qF if k “ 2.
The first equality is a modification of [H77, Exercise 8.5] combined with the fact that the codi-
mension of ΨpNkq in Hnn´k ,n´k is n ´ 2k ` 2. It follows from Proposition 4.10 that ´KHnk´1,k´1 is
ample in all cases; thusHnk´1,k´1 is always Fano. 
Here is the the main theorem of the paper:
Theorem 4.14. The componentsHnk´1,k´1 andHnn´k ,n´k are Mori dream spaces.
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3.12, 4.11 , 4.13 and the subsequent two facts:
(i) A smooth Fano variety is a Mori dream space [M10, Corollary 4.9],
(ii) Let f : X Ñ Y be a surjective morphism of smooth, projective varieties. If X is a Mori
dream space, then so is Y [O16, Theorem 1.1]. 
5. Birational geometry ofHnn´c ,n´d andHnc´1,d´1
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.15. It turns out that most of the discussion
from the Section 2, 3 and 4 carry over with minor modifications, if any, to the case of Hnn´c ,n´d .
In particular, the definition of the divisors and curves, and computations of their intersection
numbers, including transversality, are very similar. Thus we will omit most of the proofs and
indicate all the required modifications.
As noted in the introduction (Theorem 0.4) we have an isomorphism
Ξ : BlΓc´1 ¨ ¨ ¨BlΓ1pGrpn ´ c , nq ˆGrpn ´ d , nqq ÝÑ Hnn´c ,n´d .
Thus we may define divisors analogous to the ones in Definition 0.6 and 0.7.
Definition 5.1. For each 1 ď i ď c ´ 1 and a choice of a flag of linear spaces tΛi´1 Ď Λc`d´1´iu,
letDi denote the divisor class of the locus of subschemes Z P Hnn´c ,n´d , for which the linear span
of Λi´1 Y pZ XΛc`d´1´iq has dimension less than c ` d ´ 1´ i.
Definition 5.2. Let Dp1qc denote the closure of the locus of subschemes supported on two distinct
planes for which the pn ´ dq-plane meets a fixed Λd´1. Let Dp2qc denote the closure of the locus
of subschemes supported on two distinct planes for which the pn ´ cq-plane meets a fixed Λc´1.
Remark 5.3. The divisors Dp1qc and D
p2q
c are the Weil divisors associated to the strict transforms,
under Ξ, of OX0p0, 1q and OX0p1, 0q, respectively. Here X0 “ Grpn ´ c , nq ˆGrpn ´ d , nq.
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Definition 5.4. For each 1 ď i ď c ´ 1, let Ni denote the divisor class of the locus of subschemes
in Hnn´c ,n´d with an embedded pn ´ d ` 1´ iq-plane. If n “ c ` d ´ 1 let Nc denote the divisor
class of the locus of subschemes with an embedded point. If n ą c` d´ 1 let Nc denote the class
of the closure of the locus of pairs of planes meeting transversely, where the intersection of the
two planes meets a fixed Λc`d´1.
We can easily modify the curves in Definition 3.1, 3.3 to obtain curves in Hnn´c ,n´d . However,
this time we can have two variations, depending on whether the pn ´ cq-plane or pn ´ dq-plane
is fixed along the curve.
Definition 5.5. For each 1 ď j ď c ´ 1, define the curve C j : P1 Ñ Hnn´c ,n´d by
C jps : tq “ IΛIΛ1 ` psx j´1xn´c j ´ tx jxn´c j´1q `
j´2ÿ
p“0
xppxn´cp`1 , . . . , xn´c j q
with Λ “ Vpx0 , . . . , xd´1q and Λ1 “ Vpx0 , . . . , x j , x j`1 ` xn´c j`1 , . . . , xc´1 ` xnq.4
Definition 5.6. For each 0 ď j ď c ´ 1 consider the pencils
Λps : tq “ Vpx0 , . . . , x j´1 , sx j ` txn´c j , x j`1 ` xn´c j`1 , . . . , xc´1 ` xnq
and
Λ1ps : tq “ Vpx0 , . . . , x j´1 , sx j ` txn´d j , x j`1 ` xn´d j`1 , . . . , xd´1 ` xnq.
Define the curves Bp1qj : P
1 Ñ Hnn´c ,n´d and B
p2q
j : P
1 Ñ Hnn´c ,n´d by
Bp1qj ps : tq “ px0 , . . . , xc´1qIΛ1ps:tq ` pxpxn´dq ´ xqxn´dp q0ďpăqď j´1 ` px0 , . . . , x j´1qxn´d j .
and
Bp2qj ps : tq “ IΛps:tqpx0 , . . . , xd´1q ` pxpxn´cq ´ xqxn´cp q0ďpăqď j´1 ` px0 , . . . , x j´1qxn´c j .
Here are the analogues of Lemmas 3.8 - 3.10. To prove these, one first constructs an open
set on Hnn´c ,n´d analogous to Uk´1 from Section 1, c.f. [R20, Section 4]. Then we proceed as in
Section 2 and describe equations for Di and Ni along this open set.
Lemma 5.7. Let 1 ď i ď c ´ 1 and 0 ď j ď c ´ 1. We have the following intersection numbers,
(i) Di ¨ Ci “ 1 and Di ¨ C j “ 0 for all i ‰ j,
(ii) Dp1qc ¨ Ci “ Dp2qc ¨ Ci “ 0 for all i,
(iii) Di ¨ Bp1qj “ Di ¨ Bp2qj “ 0 for all i ď j,
(iv) Di ¨ Bp1qj “ Di ¨ Bp2qj “ 1 for all i ą j,
(v) Dp1qc ¨ Bp1qj “ Dp2qc ¨ Bp2qj “ 1 and Dp1qc ¨ Bp2qj “ Dp2qc ¨ Bp1qj “ 0 for all j.
Lemma 5.8. We have the following intersection numbers,
(i) Ni ¨ C j “ 0 for each 1 ď i ď c ´ 1 and all 1 ď j ď c ´ 1´ i,
(ii) Ni ¨ Bp1qj “ Ni ¨ Bp2qj “ 0 for each 1 ď i ď c and all j ‰ c ´ i , c ´ i ` 1,
(iii) Ni ¨ Cc´i`1 “ 2 for each 2 ď i ď c,
(iv) Ni ¨ Bp1qc´i “ Ni ¨ Bp2qc´i “ 1 for each 1 ď i ď c.
Just as in Proposition 3.11 we have,
Proposition 5.9. Let 1 ď i ď c. If c “ 2 we have,
N1 “ Dp1q2 ` Dp2q2 ´ D1 and N2 “ 2D1 ´ Dp1q2 ´ Dp2q2 .
If c ě 3 we have,
4Analogous to the notation k j , we define c j “ c ´ 1´ j and d j “ d ´ 1´ j.
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(i) N1 “ Dp1qc ` Dp2qc ´ Dc´1,
(ii) N2 “ 2Dc´1 ´ Dc´2 ´ Dp1qc ´ Dp2qc ,
(iii) Ni “ 2Dc´i`1 ´ Dc´i ´ Dc´i`2 for all 3 ď i ď c ´ 1,
(iv) Nc “ 2D1 ´ D2.
Proposition 5.10. Let d ą c ě 2 and n ě c ` d ´ 1. We have,
EffpHnn´c ,n´dq “ xN1 , . . . ,Nc ,Dp1qc ,Dp2qc y and NefpHnn´c ,n´dq “ xD1 , . . . ,Dc´1 ,Dp1qc ,Dp2qc y.
Moreover,
(i) If c “ 2, then onlyHd`1d´1,1 ,Hd`2d ,2 , . . . ,H2d´12d´3,d´1 are Fano,
(ii) If c ě 3, then onlyHc`d´1d´1,c´1 andHc`dd ,c are Fano.
Proof. The verification of the effective and nef cone are similar to Proposition 3.12. Using the
formula of the canonical divisor of a blowup and arguing as in Proposition 3.11 we obtain,
KHnn´2,n´d “ p2d ´ 2n ´ 1qD1 ` pn ´ 2dqpD
p1q
2 ` Dp2q2 q and
KHnn´c ,n´d “ p2c ` 2d ´ 2n ´ 5qD1 ` pn ´ d ´ c ´ 1qD2 ´
c´1ÿ
j“3
2Dc´ j ` pc ´ d ´ 1qpDp1qc ` Dp2qc q
for c ě 3. ThereforeHnn´c ,n´d is Fano for n P tc` d´1, c` du if c ě 3, and n P td`1, . . . , 2d´1u
if c “ 2. 
Wemove on to the case of n ą c` d´1. Once again, the morphismHnc´1,d´1 ÝÑ Grp2c´1, nq
that sends a scheme to its linear span is smooth; the fiber over a point Λ is Hc´1,d´1pΛq [R20,
Theorem B].
Definition 5.11. For each 1 ď i ď c´ 1 and a choice of flag tΛn´c´d`i Ď Λn´iu, let D1i denote the
divisor class of the locus of subschemes Z P Hnc´1,d´1, for which the linear span of Λn´c´d`i Y
pΛn´i X Zq has dimension less than n ´ i. Let D1p1qc denote the class of the closure of the locus
of subschemes supported on two distinct planes for which the pd ´ 1q-plane meets a fixed Λn´d .
Let D1p2qc denote class of the closure of the locus of subschemes supported on two distinct planes
for which the pc ´ 1q-plane meets a fixed Λn´c .
Let F denote the class of the locus of subschemes Z such that its linear span meets a fixed
Λn´c´d .
Definition 5.12. For each 1 ď i ď c, let N 1i denote the divisor class of the locus of subschemes
with an embedded pc ´ iq-plane.
By lifting the curves Ci , B
p1q
i , B
p2q
i toHnc´1,d´1 (c.f. Lemma 4.8) and defining curvesY
p1q
1 ,Y
p2q
1 ,Y2
analogous to Definition 4.5, we obtain the following proposition. Since computations of the
intersection numbers are exactly the same as Lemma 4.9 and Proposition 4.10, we omit the proof.
Proposition 5.13. Let c ě 2 and n ą c ` d ´ 1. Then we have,
EffpHnc´1,d´1q “ xN 11 , . . . ,N 1c ,D1p1qc ,D1p2qc , Fy and NefpHnc´1,d´1q “ xD11 , . . . ,D1c´1 ,D1p1qc ,D1p2qc , Fy.
Moreover, if c “ 2 we have N1 “ D1p1q2 ` D1p2q2 ´ D11 and N2 “ 2D11 ´ D1p1q2 ´ D1p2q2 ´ F. If c ě 3 we
have
(i) N 11 “ D1p1qc ` D1p2qc ´ D1c´1,
(ii) N 12 “ 2D1c´1 ´ D1c´2 ´ D1p1qc ´ D1p2qc ,
(iii) N 1i “ 2D1c´i`1 ´ D1c´i ´ D1c´i`2 for all 3 ď i ď c ´ 1,
(iv) N 1c “ 2D11 ´ D12 ´ F.
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Here is the analogue of Proposition 4.13.
Proposition 5.14. Let c ě 2 and n ą c ` d ´ 1. The componentHnc´1,d´1 is Fano.
Proof. Similar toProposition 4.11, there is amorphism,Ψ : Hnc´1,d´1 Ñ Hnn´c ,n´d with exceptional
locus N 1c . As explained in the Proposition 4.13 we deduce
KHnc´1,d´1 “ Ψ‹KHnn´c ,n´d ` pn ´ c ´ d ` 1qN 1c
“
$&%Ψ‹KHnn´2,n´d ` pn ´ d ´ 1qp2D11 ´ D
1p1q
2 ´ D1p2q2 ´ Fq if c “ 2
Ψ‹KHnn´c ,n´d ` pn ´ c ´ d ` 1qp2D11 ´ D12 ´ Fq if c ě 3.
Using the expression for KHnn´c ,n´d in Proposition 5.10, it follows that ´KHnc´1,d´1 is ample. 
Thus we deduce the main theorem of this section,
Theorem 5.15. The componentsHnc´1,d´1 andHnn´c ,n´d are Mori dream spaces.
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